Storm 8
8-Port, multi-protocol Ethernet-to-DMX gateway

Introducing Storm 8, the world’s most powerful 8-port Ethernet to DMX512 converter.

With the ability and speed to handle large amounts of DMX over Ethernet data, it is ideal for any pixel-mapped LED project or traditional rigs.

Through its eight RJ45 DMX ports, Storm 8 supports multiple protocols and can be configured using a new, easy-to-use interface on any web browser thanks to the built-in web-server.

DISCLAIMER: While all due care has been taken, this brochure is for general marketing purposes only and should not be relied upon as being complete or accurate.
Storm 8
Compact yet powerful!

▶ Features
- Web-based configuration.
- Supports Art-Net, sACN, and ESP.
- Supports either LTP or HTP Merging (up to 2 sources).
- Supports DMX512/1990.
- Refresh rate is configurable for each DMX output.
- Each DMX output can be assigned up to one Ethernet Universe.
- Choose Static or Dynamic (DHCP) IP configuration (DHCP by default).

▶ Hardware
- 8 DMX (RJ45) data output ports.
- IEC power connector.
- 10/100 Ethercon RJ45 Ethernet.
- Fits into a robust metal 9.5 inch single unit rack.
- Two units can be mounted side by side to form a standard 19-inch rack.
- In-built power supply (input 90 to 260V AC).
- Multi-colour RGB status LED.

▶ Applications
- University/professional theatres.
- Architectural installations.
- Touring companies/roadhouses.
- Performing Arts venues.
- Trade shows.

▶ Recommended Apps
- D-Pro
- ELM (ENTTEC LED MAPPER)

D-PRO 2U is a software-based lighting controller which plays well with a host of different professional level hardware devices from ENTTEC. It has plenty of advanced features for the most demanding lighting professional applications. Includes D-PRO Player, a touchscreen-friendly interface to easily control your cues. An OSC controller (such as TouchOSC) can also be used to remotely control D-Pro. Windows and Mac OSX compatible.

ELM provides total control over your LED system, regardless of shape and size.

Design your layout with vector-based objects for maximum precision and flexibility. Load the media of your choice and begin playback as needed.

Supports Spout and NDI. Supports RGB, RGBW, RGBA, RGBAW/RGBWA and White fixtures.

▶ Easy cabling
Easier and lower cabling costs using standard RJ45 outputs. Although XLR connectors are widely used in the entertainment world, when your project isn’t traveling the world on a regular basis, RJ45s connectors offer the best price/performance ratio. Using standard shielded CAT5 cable to connect your whole system also helps keep the cost per port down. We use the standard ANSI E1.27-2 specified RJ45 pinout to make sure most equipment connections will be simple.

Dimensions
L191mm/7.53” W105mm/4.14” H44.5mm/1.75”

PART NUMBERS
70055 - Storm 8
70053 - DMX XLR-5 (Female) to RJ45 (Male) 1m cable
70050 - Storm 24